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Introduction and 
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Today we stand at the digital revolution frontier, where virtual and real have 

become interconnected to the limit.  Based on Reuters NFT sales hit 

in 2021. This is more than  growth compared to 2020 market results. 



The unprecedented growth is a result of booming interest in NFT technology 

itself, the usability it has, and the potential the community sees particularly 

related to value increase in NFT collectibles, digitized art objects, Metaverses, 

and more. Number of unique NFT wallets reached a record  in October 

2021, which was 19 times more than the same figure for October 2020. 




 





$25 bln 

26,000%

571k
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 Reuters, Article, January 11, 20221 
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NFT 

$80 bln

Twitter Blue

NFT avatars

sales are expected to reach new heights with some estimations being 

as high as  for 2022. Market’s potential increase is also fueled with 

the social media giants actively entering the sector with their “NFT as a 

profile pic” functionality. 



Things got real as Twitter pioneered with  bringing hexagon-

shaped profile pictures. Twitter is already supporting several crypto wallets 

that users can connect to their profiles and verify that their tokens are of 

the non-fungible variety. Reddit, Facebook, and Instagram didn’t wait long 

to make such announcements making   a new trend.  
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We’ve started working on Novatars before the social media giants created 

the hype about officially recognizing NFTs for avatars. This makes us the 

first project that specifically created a limited collection for building digital 

identities. 



Novatars is not a regular avatars collection: it’s a technologically advanced 

futuristic project with a limited collection of that will grow 

up on the blockchain and transform into adults. We celebrate diversity: 

Novatars represent different races, genders, and sexual orientations. 






 

25k baby avatars 



General mechanics

Upon login, the user is taken to connect the wallet: there are several 

options for the web and mobile versions. After that, all functions related 

to the avatar become available and users can go to their personal profile 

page.
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Eyes Skin color Gender

When you choose a digital identity, it’s quite logical, that you need to 

start from the beginning - get a baby avatar that will introduce you on 

virtual platforms. All the  are newborn babies. 



The project is imitating the real life-cycle of a human on the blockchain 

thus being not only the first but also the only project with an “aging 

technology” on the blockchain. The Novatar owners have the chance to 

age their baby Novatar. This process is irreversible and it’s the owner 

who triggers it. Once the owner decides to age the baby acquires more 

genes while keeping the basic genes from the start. 

25K Novatars



Novatars

Novatars have a variety of basic, as well as, appearing genes. The 

collection of genes differs depending on the age of the avatar. 
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The gene “professions” can either be developed or not. The probability 

that the “profession” gene will not appear at all is . 



Like other genes such as eye or hair color, Novatars have the gene that 

is responsible for their sexual orientation. The genes have their rarity 

and thus there can be found more rare types of Novatars, though all of 

them are unique.



88%
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Usability

The major usability of a Novatar NFT is that it can become your digital 

identity in social media and Metaverses, as you can get a Novatar that will 

represent you on all virtual platforms. In particular, Novatars can be  

showcased as verified NFT profile pictures on Twitter. Facebook, 

Instagram and Reddit also leaked some information related to the NFT - 

avatar functionality to be presented soon.




join us

https://twitter.com/thenovatar
https://discord.com/invite/u62rRVSKK4
https://www.instagram.com/novatar.official/
https://www.facebook.com/thenovatar/
https://www.reddit.com/user/thenovatar?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=iossmf

